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ABSTRACT 

 

Over the years, countless designs of traditional PCFs and SPR-PCFs have been proposed by 

researchers with various structures, sensitivities, and confinement losses. However, a majority of 

such propositions depicted either large sensitivities but high confinement losses or low sensitivity 

and low losses. After an in-depth analysis of several previous works, keeping in mind their 

imperfections, we constructed our sensors and polarization filters with outstanding performance 

characteristics using Comsol Multiphysics 5.3a. We started our research by designing a typical 

hexagonal Photonic Crystal Fiber Sensor for milk detection showing a maximum sensitivity of 

81.16% and 81.32% for camel and cow milk. We then went on to develop two different SPR-PCF 

sensors; a quadrature cluster SPR-PCF sensor attaining an outstanding ultra-high figure of merit 

(FOM) of 4230.42 RIU−1 and a Bent Core PCF-SPR sensor for broadband double peak sensing 

gaining maximum amplitude resolution of 1.18×10-6 RIU and a supreme wavelength resolution of 

2.16×10-6 RIU. After working with sensors for an immense amount of time, we shifted our focus 

to other application aspects of PCFs, more specifically, polarization filters. We lastly suggested a 

D-structured single-polarization filter for S and U band applications. All of our designs have been 

optimized to achieve remarkable sensing and filtering characteristics like high sensitivity, meager 

losses, impressive FOM, satisfactory crosstalk and insertion losses. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background study 

 

Optical biosensors have been extensively used over the past decade, due to their fast rate of 

detection, sensitivity, and sturdiness. During the 1980s, the first optical biosensor had 

been commercialized. The main concept behind the functioning of any optical sensor is that the 

light intensity varies due to the presence of samples which may be chemical, biochemical, etc. The 

biosensors can be classified into six distinct groups based on the signal transduction process: 

optical, magnetic, mass, electrochemical, micromechanical, and thermal sensors. 

 

The optical biosensors have several benefits in contrary to traditional analytical techniques in 

providing an instantaneous and label-free diagnosis of analytes in a sensitive, definite, and 

economical manner. Optical biosensors are widely employed in medical care, clinical diagnosis, 

environmental inspection, and the biotechnology sector. The biosensing may be achieved in a 

label-free or label-based fashion. Label-free detection necessitates interaction of the unknown 

substance with the transducer for signal sensing while in the latter protocol, analytes are labeled 

and the signal is generated by colorimetric, fluorescent, or luminescent methods. Biosensors based 

on Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) are one of the latest label-free optical sensing technologies 

[1]. 

 

Surface plasmons are surface charges that are created as an evanescent field travels along the 

juncture between a plasmonic metal and dielectric after an electric vibration took place. The 

evanescent field passes incident on the plasmonic metal surface excites its free electrons. A 

resonance condition occurs at a specific resonant wavelength when a balance between the 

frequencies of free electrons and a light photon is established. At this point, a sharp loss peak will 

be observed [2]. Any variation in the refractive index (RI) of the analyte will result in a 

corresponding change in the resonant wavelength. 

 

Over time, SPR-based biosensors have contributed to various practical applications starting from 

the analysis of medicine, food quality, identification of the unknown viruses, gaseous substances, 

organic chemicals, bio-molecular analytes environmental examination, and many more [3]. Most 

recently, the resonance principle of such sensors has been 

utilized to design polarizing filters. These are optical equipment that split light by its polarization 

properties, and are mainly used in optical setups that need the effective regulation of the core 
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modes [4]. Filters displaying high extinction ratio, broad bandwidth, high crosstalk, and minimum 

insertion loss are being proposed. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Over the past years, several designs of SPR based sensors have been proposed by several 

researchers. PCF-SPR sensors can be categorized into two groups depending on the plasmonic 

material used, i.e internal and external metal coating. In the case of internal coating, the fabrication 

is very difficult and liquid insertion in the air holes can limit their practical implementation. To 

avoid such problems, D-shaped externally coated sensors were proposed. However, the flat side 

requires polishing which increased the fabrication expenses. Thus, externally coated circular PCF-

SPR sensors have gained the attention of everyone in recent times. Nevertheless, achieving high 

sensitivity with minimal loss is still a challenge for such sensors. Hence, there are several 

limitations of these sensors such as: 

 Large loss 

 Fabrication difficulty 

 High sensitivity 

 Complex structure 

 Practical implementation expensive 

 

1.3 Research Objective 

 Investigation of SPR based PCF sensors is the most modern approach to sensing nowadays since 

the study of conventional photonic crystal fibres (PCF) have become quite outdated and the field 

is saturated. Hence, the key objective of our research was to explore various designs of SPR sensors 

and how their several characteristics were affected by their geometric parameters. Then, we went 

on to simulate our own sensor with the best performance parameters. The next step was to further 

investigate the application prospects of SPR-PCFs. Polarization filters based on SPR-PCF are the 

most popular optical applications of the fibers so we analyzed in-depth the design and functioning 

of such filters. 

The main goals of our research have been summarized as follows: 

 Conducting investing on various previous works on SPR sensors and polarization filters 

 Use of plasmonic materials external to the PCF structure for better detection & 

performance. 

 Using different combinations of plasmonic materials 

 Proposing our design with the best outcome 

 To examine the performance of our designs based on the wavelength/amplitude 

interrogation method and crosstalk the filter 
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 Comparison between our work with other previous designs proposed. 

 

1.4 Motivation 

SPR based PCF sensors and biosensors have become a hot research field due to its  flexible 

geometry, single-mode transmission, broad tuning range, great temperature   stability, low loss, 

and high birefringence. These sensors can be exploited in a wide plethora of application sectors 

such as healthcare, food, and environmental safety, gas detection, analyte detection, etc [5]. The 

geometrical parameters and plasmonic material adopted in these sensors can also be varied to 

achieve high performance, i.e. high sensitivity. As we can see, there is a huge scope for further 

investigation of these sensors. Furthermore, the recent use of PCF as polarization filters has gained 

recognition in the optic telecommunication industry.  

 

1.5 Thesis Framework 

A brief overview of all the chapters in this book has been given below. 

 

CHAPTER-2 provides an in-depth analysis of photonic crystal fibers and the reason behind their 

extensive use. It discusses their several guiding techniques and also explains the different 

structures of PCF based on their core shapes. 

 

CHAPTER-3 delivers an idea on the more advanced SPR technology and why this technology is 

more preferable to traditional PCFs. It also gives a clear explanation of the working principle of 

SPR and how SPR-based PCFs can be used as sensors and biosensors in practical applications. 

 

      CHAPTER-4 introduces the concept SPR-PCFs being used as polarization filters, their     working 

principles, and application aspects. 

 

      CHAPTER-5 provides the fundamental equations that are needed for the investigation of PCFs, 

SPR based PCF sensors, and polarization filters. Important equations like Sellmeier equation (for 

RI of silica), Drude–Lorentz model equation have been explained. Also for analyzing the sensors’ 

performance, its’ several important parameters have been explored such as confinement loss (CL), 

wavelength/amplitude sensitivity, resolution, birefringence, crosstalk, insertion loss, etc. Finally, 

a study of the several materials (gold, silica, air) used in these fibers has been done. 

       

      CHAPTER-6 portrays our first research work which was a wheel structures hexagonal core PCF 

sensor used for milk sensing in the dairy industry. Its several geometrical parameters of the sensor 

such as core diameter, strut size, porosity, etc have been tuned to achieve the best sensing 

performances of this sensor. Finally, our sensor has been compared with several previous works. 
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CHAPTER-7 displays another work of ours which is a quadrature cluster SPR-PCF sensor for 

multipurpose. Various fiber design parameters bimetallic layer thickness, air hole diameter, and 

pitch distance have been optimized to improve the sensitivity of the sensor. Finally, the plethora 

of uses of this sensor to sense RI of analyte, temperature and magnetic field strength have been 

explored. 

 

CHAPTER-8 illustrates yet another of our designs of a bent-core LSPR-PCF sensor for wideband 

double peak sensing. The sensors’ two different geometries have been fine-tuned to obtain the 

highest amplitude and wavelength resolution. Apart from that, its double peaks have been 

exploited to introduce a completely novel sensing parameter called double peak shift sensitivity. 

 

CHAPTER-9 gives an overview of our latest work on a D-shaped single-polarization filter for S 

and U band applications. Here, certain filter characteristics such as its cross-talk (CT), insertion 

loss, and output power have been studied by optimizing its design dimensions. Finally, its unique 

application in the S and U bands of the electromagnetic spectrum has been highlighted. 

 

CHAPTER-10 discusses the future scopes of our thesis work and draws a conclusion to all of our 

works. 
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Chapter 2 

Photonic Crystal Fiber 

 

2.1   Introduction 

Optical fibers are the backbone of the present-day telecommunication system. In any 

communication.  They are the primary media to transmit data over long distances at 

higher bandwidths than electrical cables. These fiber channels have a loss of 0.2 dB/km at 1550 

nm. The bandwidth of a single optical fiber link is roughly 50 THz[6]. However, because of some 

drawbacks of conventional optical fibers such as low refractive index differences and large leakage 

loss, photonic crystal fibers (PCF) were introduced to tackle these issues. The idea of a PCF was 

first brought to attention back in 1978 by Yeh et al. He suggested enclosing a fiber core with Bragg 

grating, grating, which is close to one dimensional photonic crystal.  

PCF is a kind is a special class of optical fiber, consisting of the fiber core enclosed by a cladding, 

and air holes [7]. They have an adjustable geometry and outstanding wave guiding properties. 

They have a periodic ordering of low refractive index material (core) surrounded by a cladding 

with higher RI. The background material used is generally pure silica and the low-index is due to 

air capillaries inserted along the entire length of the fiber [6]. Also, altering the shapes of air holes 

severely affect the guiding characteristics of the fiber. The geometry of the core and cladding areas 

also play an essential part in the operation of the fiber. A lot of even and uneven structures of PCF 

like square, elliptical, hexagonal, decagonal, octagonal, and kagome have been designed to achieve 

highly efficient guiding mechanism and to use these fibers in a variety of applications. The porous 

core fibers have been gained more attention due to their meager effective material loss (EML), 

high birefringence, and higher core power fraction. Thus, simply by tuning the geometry, several 

designs of PCFs are possible. 

2.2. Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) 

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) are a unique category of optical fibers which are distinguished by a 

periodical ordering of air holes that form the fiber’s cladding encircling a solid or hollow core [6].  

2.2.1   Brief overview 

In the recent times, there have been extensive research on PCF sensors in medical imaging, 

telecommunication, healthcare, spectroscopy, chemical and bio sensing, environmental 

monitoring, and drug testing [8]. PCFs can be classified, based on the core design, into Fig. 2.1 

(a) solid and (b) hollow core fibers. Under these two classes, several structures are possible. The 

lattice arrangement, pitch (air hole to hole distance), and air hole size can be varies to suit the 

design specifications and functional requirements. PCFs with a solid core have a low-index 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(computing)
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cladding encircling a core with a higher effective index. On the other hand, the hollow core fibers 

have a core with a lower index in comparison to the cladding medium, and light restriction to the 

core is done by scattering and interference, merging to create an evanescent field in the cladding. 

 

Fig.2. 1. Cross-sectional view of (a) solid and (b) hollow core PCF 

2.2.2    Guiding mechanisms 

In a conventional optical fiber, light transmits through the fiber by total internal reflection as the 

refractive index of the core is greater than that of cladding, thus light is restricted within the core. 

In photonic crystal fiber (PCF), however, two different light guiding mechanisms can be seen, 

depending on the structure.  

In the case of solid core PCFs, a modified total internal reflection similar to that in conventional 

fibers is used, since light is constricted to the core. Here, the refractive index of the core material 

can be made larger than the cladding by making the core using silica solid. The core is encircled 

by a cladding filled with a network of air capillaries which lower its refractive index. These fibers, 

also called index guiding PCFs, direct the light using a process called modified TIR.  

On the other hand, in hollow core fibers, photonic band gap mechanism is exploited. In this guiding 

mechanism, the core contains air holes which lower its refractive index than the cladding. Thus, 

light travels due to the existence of bandgap. We know that the photonic crystal permits only 

photons with a bandgap higher than that of cladding region. So, all those photons evanescent in 

cladding region and the others travel through the core. 

2.3 Conclusion 

PCF structures have recently gained popularity due its geometrical flexibility and wave guiding 

mechanisms. Ths chapter has briefly explained the mechanism of PCF. We have designed four 

structres so far on the basis of photonic crystal fiber which are explained in the upcoming chapters. 

The next chapter has explained the SPR phenomenon broadly. 
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Chapter 3 

Surface Plasmon Resonance 

3.1  Introduction 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a phenomenon where the electrons at the surface of a metal 

layer are incited by the photons of incident light with a particular angle of incidence and then they 

travel along the metal surface. 

3.2  Working principle of SPR 

Surface plasmon resonance initiates when a photon of directed light incidents on a metal surface, 

called the plasmonic material. At a particular incident angle, a fraction of the light couples with 

the surface electrons, which are then excited to move. The motion of the electrons are now called 

plasmons, and they propagate along the metal surface. A portion of this light energy is reflected 

from the metal. 

The angle of incidence is hypersensitive to slight variations in refractive index at the surface, as 

well as the depth of the analyte and gold layers. Hence, the analyte can be identified by evaluating 

the alterations in the reflected light falling on a detector.  

3.3  Reasons behind interest in SPR technology 

 SPR sensors have a diverse range of functions ranging from biological/chemical identification, 

food safety, and environmental tracking. They can also be employed as optically adjustable filters, 

optical modulators, and sensors operating in the terahertz regime. They are mainly dominating 

over conventional PCFs due to their i) instant detection capacity ii) greater accuracy iii) real-time 

monitoring and iv) label-free detection 

3.4  Literature review 

This section explains surface plasmon wave (SPW) and evanescent field which are the key 

components to generate SPR effect. 

 

3.4.1 Surface Plasmon Wave 

When the frequency of the electrons at the metal surface matches that of the light photons, the 

electrons get excited. The vibration of these electrons is what generates an electromagnetic wave 

called a Surface Plasmon Wave (SPW) which transmits parallel to the surface.  

The angle at which light is incident on the metal surface to maintain the SPW is highly dependent 

on the refractive index (RI) at the surface. Hence, small changes in RI can significantly alter the 

reflected wave which is the basic principle of SPR phenomenon. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/plasmons
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 3.4.2 Evanescent field 

Optical sensors apply the idea of total internal reflection (TIR) to confine the light within the core 

and transmit it from one end to another. For light reflecting at angles close to the critical angle, a 

comparable amount of the power goes to the cladding medium. This phenomenon is called 

the evanescent wave. Its energy exponentially decreases as it moves through the cladding. This 

field has been utilized to allow real-time interrogation of surface-specific identification 

occurrences. 

This idea of the wave extending further into the cladding area, allows the evanescent wave to 

interact more effectively with substances around the core far from its boundary. 

 

3.5  Advantages of SPR technology 

Some of the benefits for which the SPR technology received massive interest among          

researchers are as follows: 

i. Label-free detection – SPRs do not require the use of labels to perform detection. Instead, 

they utilize the differences in refractive index to detect the analytes. One can inspect, in 

actual time, biomolecular interactions among proteins, RNA/DNA, and tiny molecules. 

ii. Recyclable sensor chips - The chips directly affect the standard of the data and act as a 

very important part of biosensing. Since so much depends on the standard and performance 

of the sensor chip, it is amazing that these chips can be recycled. 

iii. Small sample sizes – SPRs require only very small amounts of samples to perform their 

operation which is cost-effective, allows researchers to use less expensive materials. 

iv. Ability to manage complex samples - Surface plasmon resonance can even be used in 

instances where only unrefined samples are available. SPR has been used for examining 

samples in a range of complex matrices including for serum analysis. 

v. Ability to replicate measurements - Duplicate injections of similar concentrations of 

sample throughout a run can be done over and over again. Between day measuremnts of 

rate constants are also found to be similar, increasing confidence in the accuracy of results. 

vi. Real-time monitoring – The SPR allows an inexpensive means to observe how various 

biomolecules interact in real-time. This has stupendous usages in the pharmaceutical and 

medical industries and also in areas like genetics and kinetics. Applications adopting 

nanoparticles are also gaining recognition. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/evanescent-wave
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3.6  Few disadvantages of the technology 

The SPR biosensor technology has a few drawbacks also. Firstly, since biosensors depend on the 

existence of active biological molecules meaning the molecule must be active to produce a signal, 

unlike other analytical technologies such as mass spectrometry or UV spectrometry. Another 

demerit is that, although biosensor instruments are simpler to use, designing and executing an 

assay also needs some biochemistry skills. 

 

3.7 Conclusion 

A brief explanntion of SPR is provided in this section stating its advantages and recent 

advancement. Using this phenomenon, we have designed three prospective structures and these 

are explained in the later chapters. The upcoming chapter givesa short description regarding the 

polarization filters which are usually built on the basis of SPR in a photonic crystal fiber structure. 
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Chapter 4 

PCF Polarization Filters 

 

4.1  Overview of Polarization Filters  

Currently, the design and investigation of photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is the hottest trend in optical 

fiber devices. PCFs do have unprecedented properties such as single-mode operation, adjustable 

birefringence, broad effective mode area, flexible nonlinearity, and tunable dispersion behavior. 

The application of SPR based PCFs is not only limited to sensing applications. 

In SPR effect, the SPP mode couples with one of the core modes (i.e. x- and y- modes) at the 

resonance wavelength where a maximum loss peak is observed. This idea of coupling can be 

utilized in filtering applications, optical sensing, and sub-wavelength applications. This is achieved 

by creating a large birefringence in the fiber by creating an asymmetry arrangement of the air 

holes. This provides us with the option of designing polarization components [9].  

In the filtering activity, either of the two polarization modes (x- or y-polarizations) is restricted 

from transmission due to its significantly higher loss in comparison to the other state[10]. 

Therefore, in modern optoelectronic and communication schemes, these filters play a major part 

in the field of passive optical networks. Such filters are intended to mainly operate at the optical 

communication wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm. 

 

4.2 Conclusion 

A brief explanation of polarization filters is provided in this section stating its advantages and 

recent advancement. Using this phenomenon, we have designed one prospective structure and it is 

explained in the later chapters. The upcoming chapter gives a short description regarding the 

mathematical formulas of the performance parameters and also the characteristics of the materials 

used. 
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Chapter 5 

Mathematical interpretation 

5.1 Introduction 

Different parameters have been employed for the formulation of our entire project. Several 

behavioral parameters of the photonic crystal fiber-based structures can verify their performances. 

In this section, we have attempted to formalize different aspects, including sensitivity (%), core 

power fraction (%), effective area (Aeff), effective refractive index, effective material loss (EML), 

numerical aperture, dispersion, confinement loss (CL), which are the basic features of a PCF based 

sensor. In contrast, wavelength sensitivity (WS), magnetic field sensitivity, amplitude sensitivity 

(AS), resolution, temperature sensitivity, and the figure of merit (FOM), etc., can evaluate the 

sensor performance based on SPR. Additionally, to investigate our suggested design for PCF-SPR-

based filters cross-talk (CT), Extinction ratio (ER), the output power can be taken into account 

apart from confinement loss. The equations that can be utilized to characterize the materials used 

for our project have been demonstrated in the later section of this chapter. It's worth noting that 

these materials' refractive index (RI) is our only point of focus. As a result, we've just presented 

the RI equations for these materials. We've included permittivity equations in some circumstances 

because the square root of permittivity equals the RI. 

5.2 Computational study of Performance Parameters 

 

5.2.1 Conventional PCF sensors’ characteristics 

 

5.2.1.1 Confinement loss (CL) 

One of the most crucial performance statistics for measuring PCF sensor performance can be 

termed as confinement loss because it is required to evaluate all other metrics. The CL denotes the 

energy diverted from core mode to SPP mode by modified total internal reflection (MTIR). 

Confinement losses are caused by the imperfect structural design of the PCF. A part of the light 

energy dispatched through the PCF sensor's core reaches the metallic layer seeping from the core. 

The CL is the quantity of energy that is lost as a result of this leakage which can be qualified by 

[11]- 

42
( / ) 8.686 Im( ) 10effdB cm n






 
    

 
                                                                                 (5.1) 

The Im( )effn is expressed as the effective mode index’s imaginary part whereas,   denotes the 

wavelength. The phase-matching condition occurs when the real component of the effective RI for 
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the core and SPP mode become identical at resonance wavelength. The surge appears to be the 

confinement loss spectra that can be used to formulate the basis of PCF-SPR sensors and 

polarization filters.   

5.2.1.2 Effective Material Loss (EML) 

The effective material loss (EML) is one of the most important key performance parameters for a 

PCF. A minimum level of material absorption loss is required to develop the sensing abilities of a 

sensor for the waveguiding in the THz region. The formula 𝛼(𝜈) = 𝜈2 + 0.63𝜈 − 0.13 (dB/cm) 

can explain the linear relationship between EML and frequency (𝜈) [12]. 

5.2.1.3 Relative Sensitivity 

One of the most essential aspects in determining the PCF's adaptability is its relative sensitivity. It 

defines how much light contacts with the specimen of an analyte. The given formulation can be 

used to evaluate it quantitatively[13]. 

𝑟 =
𝑛𝑟

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

× 𝑃%                                                                                                                             (5.2) 

Where the RI of the analyte and effective RI is 𝑛𝑟  and 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
, respectively. P stands for the power 

fraction, which is the ratio of % of the power of the air hole to overall power. The given expression 

can be used to compute it [14]:  

  𝑃 =
∫ 𝑅𝑒(𝐸𝑥𝐻𝑦−𝐸𝑦𝐻𝑥)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

∫ 𝑅𝑒(𝐸𝑥𝐻𝑦total
−𝐸𝑦𝐻𝑥)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

× 100                                                                                              (5.3) 

Where Ex, Ey are the transverse electric fields, and Hx, Hy are the transverse magnetic fields for 

the fundamental guided mode. 

5.2.1.4 Effective cross-sectional area (𝑨𝒆𝒇𝒇
) 

The effective area is the best estimate of the area within the core that is constricted by light. Within 

this zone, electromagnetic waves propagate. The mathematical methodology can be used to 

measure effective area accurately [14]: 

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓
=

[∫ 𝐼(𝑟)𝑟 𝑑𝑟]2

[𝐼2(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟]2                                                                                                                                      (5.4) 

The transverse electric field’s intensity distribution can be termed as 𝐼(𝑟) = |𝐸(𝑡)|2. 

5.2.1.5 Effective refractive index (𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒇) 

The effective refractive index is the ratio of the speed of light in air to the speed of light in the 

media for the particular polarization to the direction of the axis of propagating light via the guiding 

structure. Any material's effective RI can be calculated using the formula below. [15]- 

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑚
=

𝑐

𝑣𝑧𝑝𝑚  
=

𝛽𝑝𝑚

𝑘0
                                                                                                                    (5.5) 
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Here, the propagation constant is defined as 𝛽𝑝𝑚, And the quantity of waves in a void is 𝑘0 =
𝜔

𝑐
 

=
2𝜋𝑣

𝑐
=

2𝜋

𝜆0  
 Whereas 𝑣 is the frequency, and wavelength is expressed as 𝜆0. 

5.2.1.6 Numerical Aperture 

The numerical aperture of fiber is an assessment of its light interaction strength. For a PCF sensor, 

a greater numerical aperture is preferable since it enhances the light constriction inside the core. 

The numerical aperture is determined by the following relationship where c, f is the velocity of 

light and frequency whereas  𝑨𝒆𝒇𝒇   is the effective area [14]-  

𝑁𝐴 =
1

√1+
𝜋𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓2

𝑐2

                                                                                                                                                            (5.6) 

5.2.1.7 Dispersion 

As light travels along the route of a fiber, dispersion describes how light pulses spread out. 

Dispersion can be divided into two types. Material and waveguide dispersion are the two factors 

at play. For our project, waveguide dispersion is taken into consideration, which is measured by 

[16] - 

  𝛽2 =
2

𝑐

𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝜔
+

𝜔

𝑐

𝑑2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝜔2                                                                                                              (5.7)   

Where angular frequency is 𝜔, and the rest of the parameters have been already mentioned in the 

earlier section. 

5.2.2 SPR-PCF based sensors’ characteristics 

 

5.2.2.1 Amplitude Sensitivity 

The wavelength and amplitude interrogation techniques are two ways of determining the sensor 

potential. The variation in loss depth caused by changes in the RI of the analyte can be used to 

identify unidentified specimens. The amplitude interrogation (intensity-based measuring) 

approach is a method for detecting different analytes. 

1( , )1
( )

( , )

a a
A

a a

n
s RIU

n n



 


 


                                                                                            (5.8)                        

Here,  , an  is the confinement loss for a certain sample RI whereas  ,a an signifies disparity 

in analyte confinement loss between two adjacent refractive indices [17].  

5.2.2.2 Wavelength Sensitivity 

The wavelength interrogator (spectral-based assessment) technique, which considers the 

fluctuation in resonance wavelength, is another way to assess the sensor's performance. When 

compared to the approach mentioned in the earlier section, this method usually has a higher 

sensitive response. The cost-effectiveness of the phase-detection method (WI method) is one of its 
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perks. However, there is a consequence, which is the difficulty of assessing sensitivity In 

this approach [18]. The underlying formula is used to calculate a sensor's sensitivity [19]  

/ ( / )Peak as n nm RIU                                                                                                         (5.9)      

The discrepancy between adjacent resonant wavelengths and two refractive indices is expressed 

as in this scenario Peak and an  respectively. 

5.2.2.3 Figure of Merit (FOM) 

Aside from AS and WS, another measure referred to as the figure of merit is also utilized to 

estimate sensor efficiency. It's only the proportion between the WS ( S ) and the FWHM [17]. The 

breadth of the confinement loss curve at half the peak loss is known as the FWHM. The sharpness 

of the loss peak is dictated by it. The sharper a sensor's loss peak, the superior its sensing efficiency. 

 1S
FOM RIU

FWHM

                                                                                                         (5.10)                                     

5.2.2.4 Temperature Sensitivity 

All of the preceding investigations are usually conducted at a constant temperature. However, in 

the real world, the weather, as well as the temperature, can change over time. To make 

the designs more interactive, we can use ethanol as a reagent to determine its temperature 

sensitivity. The equation can be used to predict temperature sensitivity [20]- 

 
( / )

Peak

T

T
S nm C

T


 


                                                                                                        (5.11)                          

Where ( )Peak T  is the temperature deviation of the RW peak while ∆𝑻 is the difference in 

temperature. 

5.2.2.5 Magnetic Field (MF) Sensitivity 

A magnetic fluid with a refractive index that is affected by the varied MF and temperature should 

be used to do this investigation. The RI variation of the fluid owing to altering MF and temperature 

can be calculated using the Langevin function [21]- 

  ,

,

coth
( )

c n

s b b

c n

H H T
n n n n

T H H




  
     

   
                                                             (5.12)                    

 𝑻 denotes temperature (Kelvin), 𝑯 is magnetic field strength (Oe), 𝑯𝒄,𝒏 represents critical field 

strength,  expresses fitting parameters, sn defines saturated RI, and bn  can be termed as magnetic 

fluid's RI for magnetic field strengths less than ,c nH . The RI of the analyte changes to 1.3808 from 

1.3337 as we employed an MF span with a 125 Oe intermission from 0 Oe to 1000 Oe.  

The MF sensitivity can be attained from the formulation [22] - 
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 /Peak
HS nm Oe

H





                                                                                                             (5.13)                                  

Where ∆𝐻 denotes the variance in the magnetic field. 

5.2.2.6 Resolution 

Resolution is a characteristic that aids in determining the sensor's recognition accuracy. The 

resolution indicates the magnitude of the smallest variation in RI that may be determined. It can 

be manifested w.r.t amplitude (R(A)), wavelength (R(W)), temperature (RT) [2], [17], [20]- 

   a

A

n
R A RIU

s


                                                                                                                   (5.14)                                          

   min
a

Peak

n
R w RIU




 


                                                                                                  (5.15)                       

 min
T

Peak

T
R C





 
 


                                                                                                               (5.16)                                  

 Here all the terms are mentioned in the preceding sections except min which defines the 

minimum wavelength resolution. 

5.2.2.7 Novel dual peak shift sensitivity for structures having two consecutive resonance 

peaks 

There can be sensor designs that may depict two distinct peaks for a particular refractive index (RI) 

of investigation due to the simultaneous usage of multiple plasmonic material layers (i,e. gold-AZO 

combination which will be discussed extensively in the forthcoming sections). A unique sensitivity 

factor named double peak shift sensitivity ( P PS  ) is appointed, which is characterized by the 

subsequent formulations and extends the notion of two resonance wavelengths' (RW) peak to peak 

distance with analyte RI [23]- 

   2 1 2 1
3

10 ( / )
p p p pn n

b a
p p

b a

S nm RIU
n n

   



  

 


                                                                         (5.17) 

Or, 

   
 

2, 2, 1, 1, 3
10 /

p n p n p n p n
b a b a

p p

b a

S nm RIU
n n

   



  

 


                                                                       (5.18) 

Primary RWs for consecutive RIs b
n  and a

n  are  
1 ,p n

b
 and 

1 ,p n
a

  . Whereas,
2 ,p n

b
 and 

2 ,p n
a

 represent 

the secondary ones. 
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5.2.3 SPR-PCF based polarization filters’ characteristics 

 

5.2.3.1 Cross-talk (CT) 

One of the most important goals in filter design is to emphasize the discrepancy in confinement 

losses between the two polarized modes. This phenomenon is best explained by cross-talk (CT), 

hence a greater CT is recommended. It can also be used to evaluate the signal quality used by 

polarization filters, which is an essential parameter for calculating the effects of unwanted modes. 

The following equation can be used to describe it [24]- 

  2 120lg expCT L                                                                                                   (5.19)                                                                                             

Where L expresses the fiber length and the corresponding CL of x-y polarization modes are 1  

and 2 . 

5.2.3.2 Output Power (Pout) 

When evaluating the filtering features of a polarization filter, one of the most crucial attributes to 

explore is output power. The following expression can be used to specify it where Pin is the input 

power, confinement loss is Lc [25]- 

ln10
( , ) ( , )exp( ( , ) ( ) )

10
Pout x y Pin x y Lc x y L                                                                     (5.20) 

 

 5.2.3.3 Extinction Ratio (ER) 

The extinction ratio is crucial as it determines how well an optical fiber can maintain polarization. 

In decibels (dB), it compares the optical power on the desired axis to the optical power on the 

unwanted plane, the orthogonal polarizing condition. The ER is represented by the equation below 

[25] - 

10

( )
10log

( )

Pout y
ER

Pout x

 
  

 
                                                                                                         (5.21)                                        

5.2.3.4 Confinement Loss Ratio (CLR) 

The Confinement Loss Ratio (CLR) can be used to measure the filtering performance of a single 

polarization filter over a given spectral region. The following expression can be used to compute 

CLR - 

CLR = x

y

Lc

Lc
                                                                                                                                (5.22)                          
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5.3 Computational study of the materials used 

 

5.3.1 Zeonex 

Certain polymer materials, including topas, teflon, Zeonex, etc., are favored as bordering 

constituents in the PCF structures in terahertz applications to obtain improved effective area, high 

relative sensitivities, and increased core power fraction with lower confinement loss. However, in 

comparison to other materials, Zeonex should be employed as a background material because of 

its several significant features [26]- 

 Fixed RI (1.529) for a broad span of wavelength 

 Lesser absorption loss 

 Improved transparency, absorption co-eff, dielectric loss tangents, and thermochemical 

stability. 

5.3.2 Air 

The PCF is filled with air to fill the voids. Air has a refractive index of almost 1 which remains 

real in all the cases, which means light travels through the environment at nearly the same speed 

as it does in a vacuum. We detect refraction with regard to the light path in the air because we are 

submerged in the atmospheric condition, and simple refraction experiments genuinely quantify 

Snell's Law with respect to air. 

5.3.3 Fused Silica (SiO2) 

Typically, SPR-based sensors are made by laminating plasmonic metal on the surface of a PCF. 

The PCF can be built out of either glasses or polymers. Fused Silica, also known as silicon dioxide, 

is the material of choice for the SPR-PCF background. In most cases, undoped silica is employed. 

Silica is preferred over other glasses and polymers because of its underlying beneficial 

characteristics [27]- 

 Broader wavelength region possessing better optical transparency 

 Lesser absorption and scattering losses 

 Greater mechanical resilience 

 Higher chemical stability 

 Greater damage resistance 

The RI of this surrounding component can be defined by the Sellmeier equation [20]- 

 
22 2

2 31 2

2 2 2

1 2 3

1
BB B

n
C C C

 


  
   

  
                                                                                  (5.23) 
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Here 𝑛 represents RI which depends on the 𝜆 light wavelength. The corresponding values of the 

constants 𝐵1, 𝐵2  , 𝐵3, 𝐶1, 𝐶2 , 𝐶3 are 0.696, 0.408, 0.897, 0.0047 𝜇𝑚2, 0.014 𝜇𝑚2,and  

97.934 𝜇𝑚2 . 

Moreover, the adjusted Sellmeier equation for a fixed temperature (T) of 25℃ is defined as [20]- 

   
6 2

2 6

2 6

6 2

2

(0.788404 23.5835 10 )
, 1.31552 6.90754 10

(0.0110199 0.584758 10 )

0.91316 0.548368 10 )

100

n
















  
     

   

  




                     (5.24) 

5.3.4 Gold 

Because of their high conductivity, metals are good options for plasmonic purposes. Silver and 

gold are the most frequently utilized metals for plasmonic usage due to their low value of loss in 

the near-infrared and visible scale. Moreover, silver or gold has been employed as the plasmonic 

substance in practically all of the key research investigations on plasmonics [28]. Other than these 

two materials have also been employed in plasmonics, but their application is restricted due to 

their larger losses. Silver, on the other hand, degrades swiftly when it comes to manufacturing. 

The other advantages that gold provides due to which we have given preference to it [28]–[30]- 

 Chemical stability 

 High stability in air 

 Better sensitivity 

 No oxidization unlike silver 

The Drude-Lorentz model can define the gold’s dielectric constant ( g )[31]- 

2 2

2 2( ) ( )
L

D L
g

D Lj J

 
 

     


 
  

  
                                                               (5.25) 

Where, the angular frequency is  , damping frequency, and permittivity are defined by 

31.84D  THz,  = 5.9673, respectively. Whereas 4227.24D  Hz expresses the plasmonic 

frequency, and 𝛥𝜀 provides weighting factor. Spectral width  L




 = 209.72 THz, and oscillator 

strength is denoted as L




 = 1300.14 THz. 

5.3.5 AZO 

Another plasmonic material used as a substitute for gold is aluminum doped Zinc Oxide 

(2% weight of Al in ZnO), also known as AZO. Despite the oxidation impact on aluminum in the 

hydrous area, it holds potential. AZO has several benefits over gold as a plasmonic material [29]- 
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 Higher doping results in decreased losses due to enhanced crystallinity in heavily doped 

layers 

 For wavelengths higher than around 1.8μm, AZO exhibits metallic characteristics in the 

NIR 

 The doping concentration can be changed to adjust the charge carrier density and hence the 

plasma frequency 

The dielectric property of AZO can be expressed as- 

2 2

1 1

2 2

1 1( ) ( )

p

AZO b

p

f

j j

 
 

     
  

  

                                                                                             (5.26) 

Where 
b = 3.5402 is defined as the background permittivity and 

p =1.7473 eV is the plasma 

frequency with  
1

f = 0.5095, 
1
 = 0.1017 eV, 

p
  =0.04486 eV, , 

1
 = 4.2942 eV. 

However, dual plasmonic materials exhibiting gold and AZO can be specified to be used in 

conjunction to identify analytes with a diverse range of indices of refraction starting from the 

ultraviolet range to the infrared region. At resonance circumstances, gold and AZO can be 

combined at three different orientations to form separate double peaks (this phenomenon will be 

discussed thoroughly in the later sections) 

5.3.6 Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

The use of a thin coating of titanium dioxide in between the plasmonic material and the fiber has 

gained popularity in recent years. The bimetallic layer will show some advantages [32]- 

 Enhancement of surface plasmon response 

 Accelerating the SPP and core mode coupling 

 Alleviation of adhesion issue 

The RI of TiO2 can be defined as follows [19] - 

7

2 7

2.441 10
5.913

0.803 10
tn




 

 
                                                                                               (5.27) 

5.3.7 Ethanol 

We're interested in ethanol because of its temperature sensitivity. Ethanol's refractive index is a 

real number that changes with temperature. Because of its temperature-sensitive characteristic, 

ethanol can be used to measure temperature. When the analyte of an SPR-based PCF sensor 

contains ethanol, the sensor can be used as a temperature sensor. As a result, we ought to determine 

ethanol's temperature-dependent RI, which may be written as [20]- 

 1 0 1 0

dn
n n T T

dT
                                                                                                                   (5.28) 
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The ethanol’s thermo-optical co-eff is 
dn

dT
= 4 13.117 10 C   . 𝑛1 is the RI for temperature 𝑇1 and 

for 𝑇0 = 20℃, the RI is 𝑛0 = 1.361. When we steadily lowered the temperature from 70°C to -

70°C, the ethanol's RI varies from 1.3454 to 1.3891. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

We are now acquainted with all of the materials needed to build an SPR-based PCF sensor. We've 

also learned how to evaluate sensor performance using the parameters we've learned. The 

characterization equations and performance characteristics for these materials are used in the next 

chapters to explain our suggested sensor construction and its performance. 
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Chapter 6 

Proffered design 01: PCF sensor for dairy industry working 

in thz region with wheel structure 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In recent times, terahertz (THz) sensing has received a lot of interest. The THz region in the EM 

spectra changes to 10 THz from 100 GHz or from 3 mm to 30μm w.r.t wavelength. THz technology 

is rapidly progressing in telecommunication, spectroscopy, sensing, medical imaging, and other 

fields because of its non-destructiveness, low penetration depth, and non-invasiveness [33]. PCF 

sensors have a significant THz power coupling property with diverse analytes, resulting in 

increased sensitivity. It's an ideal option for THz sensing applications because of all of the unique 

properties like low scattering, lower loss, large core power fraction, etc. In this chapter, a novel 

PCF structure with a porous core for measuring cow and camel milk is proposed for the porosities 

of 98%, 90%, and 85%. The core's porosity is termed as the proportion of air vents in the core in 

comparison to the overall area of the core. The experiment is carried out in the spectral regime of 

0.2 THz to 2.0 THz. The PCF structure is made up of a hexagonal-shaped core with air holes and 

a circular sectored covering. At f = 2 THz frequency, camel milk has maximal sensitivity of 81.16 

percent and for cow milk, it is 81.32 percent, correspondingly. Milk from camels produces a 

confinement loss (CL) of 8.67510-18 cm-1, while that of cows gives a 1.43510-18 cm-1 CL. Also, 

it achieved a flattened dispersion of 10.5 ps/THz/cm. Our developed sensor will be very desirable 

for sensing milk, based on fabrication feasibility and numerical results. No previous research has 

yielded PCF sensors for milk sensing, as we are aware. As a result, this form of the sensor can 

open up a whole new approach for the dairy sector. Furthermore, using THz power in milk sensing 

applications could provide new perspectives. 

6.2 Design methodology and electromagnetic (EM) field distribution 

The suggested Zeonex-based THz PCF sensor's 2D cross-sectional arrangement, as well as a 

thorough representation of the hexagonal core structure, are illustrated in Fig.6.1. The following 

fiber's design was done by the widely viable COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3b software, which is based 

on the finite element method (FEM). The symmetrical cladding framework consisting sixteen non-

circular segments of air denoted by the letter s. The distance between each segment's end to 

endpoints is n. h stands for the height of each air segment. All parts have the same height, which 

is 2065 µm. In the core, there are nineteen circular holes organized hexagonally. Every circular 

hole's radius is designated by the letter r. In the central region, two hexagonal-shaped rings encircle 

the center’s circular hole. The first ring has six air holes, whereas the second hexagonal ring has 

twelve circles as air holes. The separation between the two consecutive air holes in the same ring 
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is indicated by Ʌ and the separation between the two neighboring holes in the other ring can be 

represented as Ʌ1. Dcore represents the diameter of the central region. The core part uses camel 

milk possessing a RI of 1.3423 and cow milk having a RI of 1.3459 as analytes. The suggested 

structure is encircled by a perfectly matched layer (PML) that allows waves to travel through 

avoiding reflection. It also serves as a coating that is anti-reflective. This PML is 5.7 percent of 

the fiber's overall radius. 

 

Fig 6.1: Cross-section of the proposed PCF structure for milk sensing 

 

Fig 6.2: Light energy distribution for 98% porosity (a) x-pol (b) y-pol, for 90% porosity (c) 

x-pol (d) y-pol, for 85% porosity (e) x-pol (f) y-pol 

The EM field distribution for the suggested device was recorded within a spectral regime of 0.2 

THz to 2.0 THz, with camel milk and cow milk as the intended analyte, as seen in figure 6.2. The 

light appears to be restrained inside the core, showing a strong interplay between the core and 

analyte for both modes, but limited contact within the cladding portion. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Sensitivity (%) analysis 

Figure 6.3a shows the impact on the sensitivity of different frequencies of the PCF when using 

milk of cow for the analyte. The sensitivity increases with increasing up to 1.4 THz frequency, 

beyond which it becomes constant. This effect is produced by the attributes of higher-frequency 

EM signals, which always attempt to propagate on the inside of vicinity with a higher RI. More 

light propagates through the core and is consequently contained inside the core region as frequency 

increases, creating stronger light-analyte coupling and higher sensitivity. Moreover, at increasing 
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core porosities, the air pores enlarge, allowing more light to pass through the core and hence greater 

light contact with the sample. The highest sensitivity of 81.16% is obtained for 2THz with 98% 

porosity. 

In Fig.6.3b, an overall effect on sensitivity w.r.t frequency has been detected for both kinds of 

milk, for example, cow and camel milk. The curves show that the sensitivities of cow and camel 

milk grow within the narrow spectrum of 0.2 to 1.6 THz, then begin to drop for the higher 

frequency of 1.6 THz to 2.0 THz. The first increase can be attributed to increased light-analyte 

coupling. Cow milk has a marginally greater relative sensitivity over camel milk because of its 

greater RI. 

When the frequency is taken as 2 THz and the light has a wavelength lower than the core diameter 

between 260 μm and 400 μm, a modification in Dcore has a smaller impact on the fiber's sensitivity 

as shown in fig6.3c. Thus light is completely contained within the region of the core, and the 

sensitivity is very slightly impacted by variations in diameter. 

 

Fig 6.3: Sensitivity performance vs (a)frequency w.r.t porosity for cow milk, (b)frequency 

for cow and camel milk for 98% porosity, (c) core diameter w.r.t porosity for cow milk, (d) 

strut size w.r.t porosity for cow milk 

The sensitivity percentage decreases as the strut size is increased from 8 to 50 micrometers, as 

shown in Fig.6.3d. When the strut size is constant at 8μm, the maximum sensitivities achieved are 
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81.16 percent, 67.96 percent, and 60 percent for respective 98 percent, 90 percent, and 85 percent 

porosities. 

6.3.2 Core power fraction and EML analysis 

Figure 6.4(a) depicts the proportion of power delivered via the suggested PCF's core air holes as 

frequency increases. An improvement in power fraction with progressive frequency shows that 

more light is transported via the core air vents, implying that the beam's strength is localized more 

inside the core. Moreover, the same figure presents the EML variations w.r.t frequencies at varying 

pore sizes. Camel milk, for example, has the lowest 0.033013 cm-1 EML for 98 percent porosity 

and 0.057901 cm-1 for 90 percent pore size at a 2 THz frequency. 

EML fluctuations in terms of frequency are shown in Fig.6.4(b) at optimum porosity of 98 percent, 

280μm core diameter, and 8μm strut. Background substance Zeonex traps more light as frequency 

rises, suggesting increased material loss. Furthermore, the trends are similar to what is observed 

in fig 6.3c for the core power fraction w.r.t core diameter in fig 6.4c. 

In the case of constructing terahertz sensors, a greater core power percentage and a lesser EML are 

two essential attributes. The core power fraction decreases as the strut elongates, as shown in 

Fig.6.4d. In the case of 98 percent porosity, the core power fraction changes to 57.184 percent 

from 81.573 percent for changing from 8 to 50 micrometers of strut sizes. When the strut value is 

fixed at 8μm for both situations, the greatest values of 69.538 percent and 62.041 percent of core 

power fractions are attained for pore sizes of 90 percent and 85 percent. Because an increase in 

strut size denotes a rise in the quantity of background material employed, it contributes to greater 

effective material loss levels. The minimum quantities of EML are 0.033013 cm−1 for porosity of 

98%, 0.057901 cm−1 for 90%, 0.073161 cm−1 for 85% keeping 8μm strut. 
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Fig 6.4: (a) core power fraction and EML vs frequency (b)EML w.r.t frequency (c) core 

power fraction vs Dcore (d) core power fraction and EML vs strut 

 

 

6.3.3 Effective area analysis 

The impacts on the effective area of different frequencies at varying pore sizes are displayed in 

Fig.6.5a, whilst a similar relationship is presented in Fig.6.5b, but for optimized 

structural parameters. As frequency increases, the light becomes highly restricted inside the core, 

reducing the effective cross-sectional region [34]. For the provided spectral region of 0.2 THz to 

2 THz, the effective area of camel milk fluctuates from 4.97×10-6 m2 to 9.38×10-8 m2 with a pore 

size of 98 percent. Similarly, with a porosity of 90%, it moves from 4.92×10-6 m2 to 8.74×10-8 m2, 

and for a porosity of 85%, it shifts to 9×10-6 m2 from 8.43×10-8 m2. When at 2 THz as an analyte, 

cow milk is utilized, the minimum possible effective area of 9.30×10-8 m2 is discovered. 
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Fig 6.5: Effective area vs (a)frequency w.r.t porosity (b) frequency for 2 types of milk (c)core 

diameter and strut 

When the pore size is retained at 98 percent for camel milk, the effective area has the lowest 

result of 8.11×10-8 m2 and the highest amount of 2.18×10-7 m2 for core dimensions of 260μm and 

400μm, respectively in fig6.5c. In the same graph, increasing the strut size from 8 to 50 

micrometers leads to a change in the effective area. As the strut length increases the effective area 

diminishes. For 85 percent, 90 percent, and 98 percent porosities, the strut measurement of 8μm 

has a minimal effective area of 8.43×10-8 m2, 8.74×10-8 m2, and 9.38×10-8 m2. 

 

6.3.4 Effective refractive index analysis 

When the frequency increases to 2 THz from 0.2 THz for 98 percent porosity, the effective 

refractive index improves to 1.3492 in fig6.6a. This happens since more light can engage with the 

core's surrounding material for a greater frequency, causing a rise in the effective RI. The effective 

index is also affected by the pore size of the core, as a decrease in core porosity results in a higher 

background substance for the core, leading to increased light contact with Zeonex. Thus the 

effective index is obtained as the highest value of 1.3879 for 85 percent. As can be seen in 

Fig.7.6b, as the core diameter improves the effective refractive index expands. For 85 percent 
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porosity, the refractive index rises from 1.3881 to 1.3976, greater than for 90 percent and 95 

percent porosity in the same figure. 

 

Fig 6.6: Effective refractive index vs (a) frequency w.r.t different porosities (b) core diameter 

and strut w.r.t various porosities 

6.3.5 Numerical Aperture (NA) analysis 

We can see in Fig.6.7a that as frequency increases, numerical aperture responds in an 

increasing pattern until 0.6 THz, then downhill until 2 THz. Formerly, it was discovered that even 

a small increase of 0.4 THz resulted in a significant drop in effective area. As a result, even though 

the frequency was increased, for 0.6THz the greatest NA was determined to be 0.55, and 

subsequently, the values began to fall as the effective area began to plateau for varying pore sizes. 

The modification of NA can also be seen by changing the strut, n, and core diameter separately 

while leaving the other factors constant in fig6.7b. Both measurements display that NA is falling, 

which is not good for a sensor. As a result, we can deduce that the optimal values should be = 280 

m and n = 8 m, respectively, as previously determined. 

 

Fig 6.7: NA vs (a) frequency w.r.t porosity, (b) core diameter and strut size w.r.t. porosity 

for x-pol 
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6.3.6 Confinement loss and dispersion analysis 

For camel milk, the characteristic of confinement loss is examined by adjusting the frequency 

values between 0.2 THz and 2 THz. A better concentration of light in the core occurs as the light 

becomes highly restricted inside the core at a greater frequency. As a result, the confinement loss 

graph in Fig.6.8a displays a decreasing trend with higher frequency. The dispersion curve in 

Fig.6.8b indicates a declining trend as frequency expands. It happens as a result of reduced RI 

variance occurring at a higher frequency. The readings are nearly identical for varied pore sizes. It 

is seen that dispersion flattens out in the spectra of 0.8 THz to 2 THz. In several communication 

applications, the broader flatter spectrum performs better. For any porosities, the proposed 

design achieves 1±0.5ps/THz/cm dispersion at the optimized architectural parameters. 

 

 

Fig 6.8: (a) confinement loss vs frequency (b) dispersion vs frequency 

6.4 Comparison analysis 

Table 6.1: Evaluation of the suggested sensor's performance parameters to some of 

the previous works 

References EML 

(cm−1) 

Max 

Sensitivity 

Confinement 

Loss 

Dispersion 

ps/THz

/cm 

Numerical 

aperture 

[35] 0.07 - 1.14×10-3 

cm-1 

1.1±0.02 - 

[36] 0.035 - 6.3×10-3cm-1 0.46±0.07 - 

[15] - 80.93% 1.23×10-11 

dB/cm 

3.32 ± 1.82 - 

[37] - 49.13% 5.583×10-5 
dB/m

 - - 
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6.5 Conclusion 

This chapter proposes a PCF sensor based on wheel shape structure with Zeonex having a porous 

core for detecting cow and camel milk to operate in the THz spectral range. This work analyzes 

and discusses sensing characteristics employing the finite element (FEM) method. The largest 

sensitivity values are 60%, 67.96%, and 81.16% for consecutive porosities of 85%, 90%, 98% 

having a small EML of 0.033 cm-1. This PCF sensor also has a significant 81.573 percent of core 

power fraction, a superior 0.256 for numerical aperture, and a smoothed dispersion across a 

wideband. With all of these benefits, it is reasonable to conclude that this biosensor will pave a 

new direction in the dairy sector and will assist in the quality assurance of dairy foods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[38] - 85.7% 1.7×10-7cm-1 - 0.372 

[34] 0.05 - 7.24 × 10−7 

cm−1 

0.49±0.05 - 

Proffered 

design 

(Camel milk) 

0.033 

 

81.16% 8.675×10-18 

cm-1 

1±0.5 0.256 

Proffered 

design 

(Cow milk) 

0.032824 

 

81.32% 1.435×10-18 

cm-1 

1±0.5 0.267 
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Chapter 7 

Proffered design 02-Quadrature cluster-based SPR-PCF for 

multidimensional applications with greater figure of merit 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Analyte identification based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has introduced a new dimension 

to optical sensing technology, with applications in biomedical research, bio-imaging, pathological 

testing, and other domains. The evanescent field that enters the sensor causes electrons to oscillate 

at the interface of a plasmonic substance, resulting in surface plasmon waves (SPW). Because of 

the absorption of light going through the fiber, the SPR phenomenon occurs when the frequencies 

of this EM wave and the SPW are synchronized, resulting in a resonance spike. This resonance 

peak can shift because of the slight fluctuations in the analyte’s RI. The design performance can 

be increased by adjusting two key factors, structural characteristics and the sensor's calibration. 

This chapter offers a highly sensitive SPR-based PCF for detecting unspecified solutes with varied 

RI with an exceedingly high figure of merit. This sensor can also be used to analyze RI alterations 

of an analyte caused by temperature and magnetic field fluctuations. As a result, it can serve as a 

versatile sensor. To improve the fiber's sensor performance, a combo of Au-TiO2 coatings was 

employed to induce increased SPR excitation. Four tiny air pores are deliberately positioned in 

between the clustered cladding zone to diminish the CL values. The functionality of the device is 

then evaluated by adjusting the thickness of the bimetallic layer, pitch, and the air holes’ diameter 

in conjunction with fabrication capabilities. 

7.2 Geometrical structure and field distribution 

Fig7.1 shows the 2D cross-sectional image of the suggested fiber. The suggested structure was 

created using the COMSOL Multiphysics v5.3a like the previous chapter.  In the cladding layer, 

the fiber’s lattice is made up of four bunches of small holes made of d1 diameter. Five round holes 

are located vertically in one pair of clusters, while four circular air gaps are placed in a horizontal 

location in the other pairing. A fiber's guiding qualities and sensing behavior can be impacted by 

the structure and positioning of air holes. This cluster structure was made to reduce the fabrication 

challenges. The electromagnetic wave is deflected and guided from the core to the plasmonic metal 

through four channels that are 90 degrees apart. The dispersity between the nuclei of any 

consecutive air vents is known as pitch. Tiny holes can be inserted into the channels to diminish 

the light leakage coming from the core. Thus between the four clusters, four tiny air pores with a 

diameter, dc of 0.2 μm are inserted into the cladding. A PML with tp = 1.50 μm thickness is 

deposited on the exterior of the surface. This coating aids in the absorption of the evanescent field 

that is radiated. The external sensing technique is employed in this design. This layer that is 
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introduced to use this technique is mostly utilized to detect undiscovered mixtures with varying RI 

with a constant thickness ta = 1.20 μm. As a plasmonic layer, a thin coating of gold (Au) is placed 

underneath the analyte coating to generate a large number of plasmons. 

 

 

Fig 7.1: Cross-sectional view of QC-SPR-PCF 

 

Fig 7.2: Field distribution of core mode (a) x-pol, (b) y-pol and SPP mode (c) x-pol, (d)y-pol 

Due to the coupling of the gold material with the evanescent field, the interaction of the core mode 

with SPP mode as shown in Figure.7.2 develops in resonance, hence the SPR phenomenon [39]. 

The wavelength of resonance and the peak amplitude of the loss spectrum are two significant 

criteria that largely depend on the sample under inquiry. The loss peak fluctuates in response to 

changes in the RI. As a result, each specimen has a separate CL peak at a particular resonant 

frequency. At both the x-directional modes, for RI = 1.37, the dispersion relationship of SPP and 

core mode at the pairing phase is depicted in Fig.7.3. The real effective index of these two modes 

coincides at an RW of 0.63 μm, demonstrating an 11.012 dB/cm confinement loss. 
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Fig 7.3: Dispersion property of the core and SPP mode and loss graph for RI 1.37 

 

7.3 Optimization of structural parameters 

7.3.1 Bimetallic Layer (Au-TiO2) Thickness 

The thickness of Au-TiO2 layers is critical to the sensor's performance. Changes in each of these 

parameters can cause the RW and loss peaks to vary. Here the changes in x-pol modes are 

explained because of their higher losses than that of y-pol. 

Figure 7.4 (a) shows that increasing the thickness of gold to 25 nm from 15nm pushes the peak of 

the losses to the right side and enhances the RW values. For RI of 1.37, when the gold thicknesses 

are 15 nm, 20 nm, and 25 nm, the CL values are 10.650 dB/cm, 11.580 dB/cm, and 11.010 dB/cm 

whereas 𝑛𝑎 = 1.38 provides the values of 14.637 dB/cm, 15.815 dB/cm, and 14.567 dB/cm, 

respectively. Moreover, the highest AS value of 805.782 RIU−1 is achieved for 20nm thickness in 

figure 7.4b and thus, it is considered the optimized value for further investigation. For both RI 1.37 

and 1.38 analytes, the highest loss values are obtained for 15 nm thickness. For RI = 1.37, TiO2 

thickness of 5 nm, 10 nm, and 15 nm provides the consecutive CL peaks of 10.238 dB/cm, 11.580 

dB/cm, and 12.989 dB/cm and 14.194 dB/cm, 15.815 dB/cm, and 17.709 dB/cm for RI = 1.38 in 

fig 7.5a. The greatest AS of 805.782 RIU-1 is obtained at a layer thickness of 10 nm, as shown in 

Fig.7.5 (b). Furthermore, when contrasted to the loss acquired at 15 nm, the loss is reduced. As a 

result, tt = 10 nm is selected as the optimal thickness of TiO2, considering both the values of CL 

and the high sensitivity. 
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Fig 7.4: (a) CL vs wavelength (b) AS vs for variation of gold thickness for 1.37 RI (solid line) 

and 1.38 RI (dotted line) 

 

Fig 7.5: (a) CL vs wavelength (b) AS vs wavelength for variation of TiO2 thickness for 1.37 

RI (solid line) and 1.38 RI (dotted line) 

 

7.3.2 Regular air hole diameter d1 and Pitch p 

The diameter of the round air holes that formed the four clusters has a substantial effect on the 

fiber's sensing response. At RI of 1.37 and 1.38, diameter d1 has been reduced from 0.90 μm to 

0.85 μm, leading to a rise in CL, as seen in Fig.7.6(a). Nevertheless, as demonstrated in Figure 7.6 

(b), AS reduces as the diameter diminishes. When the diameter is improved to 0.95 μm, the 

amplitude sensitivity is boosted to 817.338 RIU-1, with a CL of 10.1291 dB/cm for 1.37 RI and 

13.20773 dB/cm at a refractive index of 1.38. 

The spacing between the nuclei of any consecutive air holes, referred to as pitch, has a significant 

impact on the AS and CL of the device. It's worth noting that variations in pitch do not affect 

resonance wavelength quantities. The pitch was set at 1 μm and subsequently enhanced to 1.05 μm 

to observe how it affected the analytes' loss and sensitivity values. A pitch of less than 1 μm was 
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avoided because it would result in an overlay of the air holes, which have been calibrated at 

0.95μm. 

 

 

Fig 7.6: (a) CL vs wavelength (b) AS vs wavelength for variation of regular air hole thickness 

for 1.37 RI (solid line) and 1.38 RI (dotted line) 

 

Fig 7.7: (a) CL vs wavelength (b) AS vs wavelength for variation of the pitch for 1.37 RI 

(solid line) and 1.38 RI (dotted line) 

As can be seen in figure 7.7a, increasing the pitch separation causes the air holes to fill more area, 

which enhances light concentration and minimizes losses. However, as displayed in Figure 7.7b, 

the AS decreases as the pitch size is improved from 1 μm to 1.05 μm. (b). Finally, because of the 

overall high sensitivity, a pitch of 1 μm is preferred. 
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7.4 Multidimensional Applications 

7.4.1 RI sensor 

To evaluate the suggested sensor, the CL and AS of numerous analytes are investigated for diverse 

RI values. The parameters of tt, tg, d1 and p are preserved at their most optimal for evaluating the 

RI of the sample, ranging from 1.32 to 1.43. The shift of core-guided and SPP modes’ phase-

matching position of wavelength occurs with the change of their RI’s real part due to RI variability. 

When less energy transmits from core to SPP mode, the right shift in RW is noticed for greater 

analyte RI [40]. The resonance wavelength for the x-pol mode varies from 0.525μm to 1.49μm, 

whereas the RW for y-polarization grows from 0.525 μm to 1.62 μm, as depicted in Figure 7.8(a-

b). A substantial variation in CL values can be seen owing to the discrepancy in resonant 

wavelength. The maximum WS of 61500 nm/RIU for x-pol and 75000 nm/RIU for y pol is attained 

because of the RW's shift from 1.42 to 1.43.  

 

Fig 7.8:  Loss vs wavelength for the variation of RI in (a) x-pol (b) y-pol  

Because of the peak adjustment of confinement loss for numerous RI, for x-pol, the associated AS 

values increases from 205.46 RIU-1 to 4419.6 RIU-1 and 201.1 RIU-1 to 5274 RIU-1 for y-pol 

when RI is shifted from 1.32 to 1.41 in Figure 7.9(a, b). The AS quantities for RI 1.42 decrease 

dramatically for both modes. The reason for this is that when RI is 1.43, for x-pol, the CL peak 

lowers to 45.71 dB/cm and for y-pol, it is 41.02 dB/cm. As a result, we've preserved our AS inquiry 
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up to 1.42 RI. X-pol has a maximum AS of 4419.62 RIU-1 for RI 1.41, and y-pol exhibits the 

highest value of 5274 RIU-1. 

 

Fig 7.9:  AS vs wavelength variation of RI in (a) x-pol (b) y-pol  

 

7.4.2 Temperature sensor 

All of the preceding experiments were conducted at a constant temperature. Meanwhile, in the real 

world, the atmosphere, hence the temperature, can change with time. To make our system further 

interactive, we intended to measure its sensitivity w.r.t temperature putting ethanol as a 

sample analyte. Assessing ethanol's the boiling (78.37°C) point and melting point (114.1°C), we 

set our detectability within -70°C to 70°C. The equivalent qualities of fused silica are sufficient 

(melting point 1660°C - 1710°C, boiling point 4046°C) that temperature difference within this 

region does not affect the sensor performance [20]. In Fig. 8.10a, the RW shifts from 550 to 650 

nm, with the lowest CL value of 5.39 dB/cm for 70°C and the highest 20.6 dB/cm value for -70°C. 

Figure 7.10b shows the polynomial curve of RW for this specific temperature scale. It reveals a 

noteworthy value of R2 = 0.99929 for the coefficient, which fits the detection capability. The 

sensor has an optimum sensitivity of 1 nm/°C and an average of 0.71 nm/°C sensitivity. It has a 

resolution of 0.1 degrees Celsius w.r.t temperature. 
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Fig 7.10: (a) CL vs wavelength (b) polynomial behavior for varying temperature. 

7.4.3 Magnetic Field Strength (MFS) Sensor 

The provided design can be employed as an MFS sensor in addition to monitoring the analyte's 

refractive index and serving as a sensor for identifying temperature. For this study, we used a 

magnetic fluid with a refractive index that is altered due to the variation of the magnetic field and 

temperature.   Because of the development of RI, the RW changes to 625 nm from 535nm, and the 

CL peak increases from 4.6 dB/cm to 15.9 dB/cm, as shown in Figure 7.11(a) and 160 pm/Oe is 

the greatest sensitivity for this investigation. With the highest resolution of 0.625 Oe, 90 pm/Oe is 

the average value for magnetic sensitivity. The 2nd order polynomial fitting of RW w.r.t MFS is 

depicted in Figure 7.11 (b) and a high 𝑅 2 = 0.99741 is obtained. 

 

Fig 7.11: (a) CL vs wavelength (b) polynomial behavior for variation of magnetic field 

strength. 
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7.5 Comparison Analysis 

Table 7.1: Evaluation of the suggested sensor's performance parameters to some of the previous 

works 

Referenc

e 

 RI 

range 

Max AS 

(RIU-1) 

Max WS 

(nm/RIU

) 

Amplitude 

Resolution 

(RIU) 

Wavelength 

Resolution 

(RIU) 

FOM 

(RIU-1) 

Temp. 

sensitivit

y 

(nm/°C) 

Magnetism 

Sensitivity 

(pm/Oe) 

[41] 1.47-

1.48 

700 8,000 1.78×10-5 1.25×10-5 138 --- --- 

[42] 1.33-

1.34

5 

--- --- --- --- --- -1.81 

(20°C 

to 

60°C) 

--- 

[43] 1.33-

1.42 

4358.0

9 

21000 2.29×10−

6 

4.76×10-6 729 --- --- 

[22] 1.43-

1.45 

--- 4,755 --- --- --- --- 61.25(50O

e to 130 

Oe) 

[5] 1.33-

1.41 

5000 32,500 2.00×10−

6 

3.08×10−

6 

448 --- --- 

[17] 1.33-

1.38 

1411 25,000 --- 4.00×10-6 502 --- --- 

[44] 1.35 --- --- --- --- --- 0.72 

(0°C to 

100°C) 

--- 

[20] 1.32-

1.43 

5060 41,500 1.98×10−

6 

2.41×10−

6 

1068.7 0.75 (-

70°C to 

70°C) 

--- 

This 

work 

1.32-

1.43 

5274 75,000 1.90×10−

6 

1.33×10-6 4230.4

2 

1 (-

70°C to 

70°C) 

160 (0 Oe 

to 1000 

Oe) 
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7.6 Conclusion 

This chapter describes a PCF-SPR sensor for refractive index sensing, additionally used as a 

magnetic field strength (MFS) and temperature sensor, and claims that it can be a preferable 

alternative for sensing unspecified analyte over a wider RI span of 1.32-1.43. The plasmonic effect 

is improved by the air-gap clusters and the outer Au-TiO2 layer, which results in superior AS, WS, 

and FOM. For AS and WS, the highest values of 5274 RIU-1 and 75,000 nm/RIU, respectively, as 

well as a fantastic FOM of 4230.42 RIU-1 can be found. Furthermore, it has the highest 1 nm/°C 

of temperature sensitivity and the greatest 160 pm/Oe of MFS sensitivity. After evaluating our 

findings with those of previous studies, we observed that this design is a better contender for all 

the performing criteria. As a result, for a large RI range of substances, our suggested sensor would 

provide remarkable sensing properties in bio-sensing and pharmaceuticals. 
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Chapter 8 

Proposed design -03: LSPR based double peak double 

plasmonic layered bent core PCF-SPR sensor for ultra-

broadband dual peak sensing 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes a LSPR based sensor.The combination of two different plasmonic materials 

produced a novel dispersion relation with double resonance peaks. When AZO is utilized as the 

middle plasmonic material, the simulated results show that this sensor has a maximum amplitude 

sensitivity of 8485.2 RIU-1 along with a maximum spectral sensitivity of 46300 RIU/nm in y-

polarization. A higher figure of merit of 2923.2 can be attained, suggesting that this sensor has a 

greater detection accuracy and maximum linearity of R2 = 0.99312. Furthermore, the proposed 

sensor has its ability to detect unidentified analytes with refracting indexes ranging from 1.27 to 

1.45. A new sensitivity parameter called double peak shift sensitivity has been proposed in this 

study, in addition to the sensitivity parameters derived from studying the double peaks 

independently. When evaluating the double peaks together for two adjacent RIs, this sensor has a 

maximum double peak shift sensitivity of 4400 RIU/nm and 16500 RIU/nm for x-polarization 

mode and y-polarization mode respectively. Furthermore, the proffered sensor is a promising 

contender for "Quantum Entanglement"-based research works. 

8.2 Sensor structure 

Figure 1 depicts a two-dimensional cross-sectional view of the proposed sensor's geometrical 

structure. This structural pattern was created with the help of COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a 

program. From Fig.1, it can be seen that the unidentified analyte layer, as well as PML (Perfectly 

Matched layer), are outside of the cladding zone for external sensing. Just beneath the analyte 

layer, three different plasmonic layers with gold and AZO as plasmonic materials are arranged in 

a precise order. Gold was chosen for its chemical stability and non-reactivity, whereas AZO was 

chosen for its operational frequency zone, where evanescent waves penetrate deeper[43]. The 

cladding region is made up of two rings of circular air holes, twelve of which are hexagonal-shaped 

rings and three of which are triangular-shaped circles. The radius of larger air holes is represented 

by r2, whereas the radius of small air holes is represented by r1. The larger air holes are placed in 

such a way that light may be confined more tightly in the core, reducing confinement loss. Silica 

in the fused form is utilized as background material. Small air holes are positioned towards the 

three distinct plasmonic layers in figure 8.1. 
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/358418129_LSPR_based_Double_Peak_Double_Plasmonic_Layered_Bent_Core_PCF-SPR_sensor_for_Ultra-Broadband_Dual_Peak_sensing?_sg%5B1%5D=
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/358418129_LSPR_based_Double_Peak_Double_Plasmonic_Layered_Bent_Core_PCF-SPR_sensor_for_Ultra-Broadband_Dual_Peak_sensing?_sg%5B1%5D=
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8.3 Optimization of structural parameters 

Using the finite element method, we study the effect of AZO and gold placement on different 

structures A and B, and the effect of the thickness of the plasmonic layer and the radius of the 

circular air holes of different sizes on the detection capability. This sensor with the help of 

COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a.Then optimization is done to get the best possible performance of 

the given sensor is done. 

 

Figure 8.2. Effect of changes in AZO thickness and small hole radius on (a) and (c) inclusion 

loss and (b) and (d) fiber AS of the objects analyzed with RI 1.40 and 1.41 (structure) B) 

Figure 8.1. Cross-sectional structural design of the sensors provided (Structures A and B) 

and a diagram of stacked preforms for manufacturing the sensors 
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8.3.1 Thickness of gold and AZO layer 

It can be assessed from Fig. 8.2 (a) and (b) for structure B that the resonance wavelength rises with 

an increament in the layer thickness for both peaks. As seen in Fig. 8.2 (b), the amplitude 

sensitivity (AS) rises as the AZO width was incremented from 15 nm to 20 nm due to increased 

confinement loss in the fiber. A 20 nm of AZO (y-pol) displayed low losses of 49.35 dB/cm and 

66.39 dB/cm for the first peaks in Fig. 8.2. (a), but a maximum sensitivity of 4000.23 RIU-1; hence 

it was chosen as the most favorable thickness. Similarly, 20 nm gold (for X-polarization of 

structure A) was selected for the maximum sensitivity value of 3704.094 RIU-1. 

8.3.2 Radii of different air holes 

Structures A and B containing the analytes of RI 1.40 and 1.41 were analyzed for a small air hole 

radius r1. The radius has changed between the initial values of 0.3 µm and 0.2 µm for both 

arrangements. The loss and amplitude sensitivity (AS) curves show better results and are only 

shown for y polarization. As can be seen in Figure 8.2 (c), reducing the radius from 0.3 µm to 0.2 

µm increases the confinement .Therefore, 0.25 µm was selected to provide maximum amplitude 

sensitivity 4706.43 RIU-1 with the most robust coupling with fairly good losses of 62.37 dB / cm 

and 94.03 dB / cm at the first peak, as shown in Figure 8.2 (c) and 2(d). 

 

Fig. 8.3. Effect of the variations in radius of big air holes on (a), (c) loss, and (b), (d) AS for 

gold (structure A) and AZO (structure B), respectively 
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8.4 Features of the proffered sensor 

8.4.1 Double phase-matching condition 

The effective index of refraction in core guide mode and SPP mode is the same at certain 

wavelengths, producing the maximum light trapped in the fiber. Resonance occurs here, reaching 

the peak of large inclusion loss. The SPR-PCF sensor has two plasmonic materials, gold and AZO, 

that work at the same time, splitting the evanescent field into two, creating two different SPP 

modes, one for each material.Therefore, two different phase matching conditions and peaks can 

be observed at two non-identical resonant wavelengths in both x-polarized mode and y-polarized 

mode. With X polarization, AZO contributes to the first loss peak and gold contributes to the 

second loss peak as displayed in figure 8.4. Dispersion relations between core guide mode (purple 

line) and SPP mode (yellow and orange lines), showing maximum loss peaks of 72.986 dB / cm 

and 27.82 dB / cm at wavelengths 0.449 µm and 0.547 µm for each of the analytes with X 

polarization and RI of 1.41. The electromagnetic field distribution is also attached there where A 

and C represent core mode and B and D represent spp mode. 

 

Fig. 8.4. Double peaks depicting the confinement loss and dispersion relation of the core 

mode (A) and (C) and two SPP modes (B) and (D) for an analyte RI = 1.41 for structure A 

8.4.2 Detection of wide range of analyte RIs 

Our sensors can detect a wide range of refractive index analysts from 1.27 to 1.41 in the xpol 

wavelength range of 360 nm to 750 nm and 1.27 to 1.45 in the ypol wavelength range of 370 nm 

to 1700 nm. The above refractive index confinement loss was investigated.  

The loss trajectories in Fig 8.5 are red-shifted as RI increases, such as each peaks in every case. 

As the analyte’s refractive index gradually increases, it's far in all likelihood to approach the value 

of the refractive index of the cladding vicinity submerged in fused silica. As the distinction among 
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the center and cladding quantities is reduced, coupling among them improves. Due to the deduction 

of propagation factors, the powerful mode index has a tendency to fall with the refractive index, 

prompting the center and SPP modes to converge at longer wavelengths.  

8.4.3 Maximum Amplitude Sensitivity 

For the practical implementation of a sensor, at first, a light source (i.e., HL-2000-LL, ocean 

optics) needs to be coupled with the fiber, surrounded by a target analyte[45]. Then, it will be 

linked to fiber-optic, through which light will be propagated to the proposed PCF. When the 

incoming wave and the surface plasmon wave have the same frequency, the SPR phenomenon 

occurs in PCF, resulting in high light absorption and an SPR dip at the output. This resonance dip 

may shift depending on slight changes in analyte RI and can be measured by an optical spectrum 

analyzer.  

As shown in Figure 8.6, the AS curve redshifts as the RI and associated resonant wavelengths 

increase. As the peak of clipping loss decreases, the amplitude sensitivity decreases, so we 

maintained observations up to RI 1.42 at the x-pole and 1.45 at the y-pole. The highest amplitude 

sensitivity achieved by the amplitude interrogation method is 4603 RIU-1 for x-polarization and 

8485 RIU-1 for y-polarization, indicating that our design is highly functional and maintainable.  
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Figure 8.5: Confinement loss within RI span (a) 1.27-1.37 (b) 1.38-1.42 for x-pol (Structure 

A) within RI span (c) 1.27-1.37 (d) 1.38-1.45 and for y-pol (Structure B) 

8.4.4 Maximum wavelength sensitivity 

The relativistic efficiency of perception as a function of wavelength or frequency is known as 

spectral sensitivity. The maximum sensitivity of X polarization is 7200nm / RIU. This is because 

the resonance wavelength shifts from 657 nm to 729 nm when the RI variation using the equation 

shown in the wavelength survey method is 1.41 to 1.42.A maximum wavelength sensitivity of 

46300 nm / RIU is observed with y-polarization (Structure B). 

 

 

Figure 8.6: Amplitude sensitivity for x-pol (Structure A) within RI span (a) 1.27-1.37 (b) 

1.38-1.41 and for y-pol (Structure B) within RI span (c) 1.27-1.37 (d) 1.38-1.44. 

8.4.5 Higher linearity 

A sensor with a higher linearity is required for effective calibration. We examined our sensor's 

performance using regression analysis methods while changing different parameters and 

monitoring sensing performance for various analyte RIs, as shown in fig.8.7. The linear fitting 

equation for x polarization in our initial model has a coefficient value of R2 = 0.90613, which is 

closer to 1. High sensor linearity is a criterion for evaluating sensors, particularly for analytes with 

a higher RI. The quadratic fitting equation is shown in the same image with a coefficient value of 

0.9908. As a result, 2nd order fitting is optimum for predicting sensor performance for structure 
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A. The polynomial equation can be fitted to 4th order guaranteeing high-quality sensor 

performance, for y polarization (structure B) with R2 = 0.99312, as illustrated in fig. 8.7(b).  

8.4.6 High figure of merit 

A figure of merit (FOM) is a metric that measures how well a gadget performs in comparison to 

its peers. A high FOM number can be used to force the sensor to improve its quality of 

performance. A smaller FWHM (Full Width Half Maxima) value might result in a higher quantity 

of FOM, as shown by the equation  

 

Figure 8.7: Polynomial fitting curve and sensor length for (a) x-pol 1st peak (Structure A) (b) 

y-pol (Structure B) 2nd peak 

 

Our design has an extremely high FOM value of 2923 RIU-1 for y polarization and 1118 RIU-1 for 

x polarization when optimized. To the best of our knowledge, this substantially larger value of 

FOM has never been investigated while preserving a double peak, hence our sensor outperforms 

earlier studies[46], [47].The characteristics of two distinct resonance conditions are illustrated in 

table 1 and 2. 

Table 8.1: Sensor characteristics within RI range (Structure A) 

RI 

(X-POL) 

1st Peak 2nd Peak 

RW 

(nm) 

CL 

(dB/cm) 

AS 

(RIU-1) 

WS 

(nm/RIU) 

RW 

(nm) 

CL 

(dB/cm) 

AS 

(RIU-1) 

WS 

(nm/RIU) 

1.27 390 22.20 174.46 300 481 4.86 63.08 300 

1.28 393 23.87 200.88 400 484 5.51 71.26 300 

1.29 397 26.14 233.48 400 487 6.24 81.57 500 

1.30 401 28.48 275.34 500 492 7.25 94.78 400 
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1.31 406 31.31 329.25 500 496 8.41 111.75 600 

1.32 411 34.93 397.38 600 502 9.86 133.61 600 

1.33 417 38.54 496.80 600 508 11.72 164.82 700 

1.34 423 44.52 630.37 700 515 14.13 199.65 800 

1.35 430 49.66 804.89 900 523 17.28 273.2 1100 

1.36 439 60.70 1140.5 1000 534 21.67 373.8 1300 

1.37 449 72.99 1500 1100 547 27.82 536 1600 

1.38 460 89.59 2234 1400 563 37.19 853.29 2200 

1.39 474 115.5 2490.4 1700 585 52.74 1547 3500 

1.40 491 112.2 3139 2200 620 84.17 4602.67 3700 

1.41 513 119 2957 2800 657 217.4 3609.94 7200 

1.42 541 100.8 --- --- 729 151.2 --- --- 

 

8.4.7 10-6 order of resolution 

Resolution is another important parameter for sensors, since it influences how well the system can 

detect and portray tiny fluctuations in RI quantification. When the RI is held at 1.40, the amplitude 

interrogation approach offers a maximum resolution of 2.1710-6 RIU for x polarization and 1.1810-

6 RIU for y polarization. 

 

Table 8.2: Sensor characteristics within RI range (Structure B) 

RI 

(Y-POL) 

 

1st Peak 2nd Peak 

RW 

(nm) 

CL 

(dB/cm) 

AS 

(RIU-1) 

WS 

(nm/RIU) 

RW 

(nm) 

CL 

(dB/cm) 

AS 

(RIU-1) 

WS 

(nm/RIU) 

1.27 390 10.97 171.70 300 482 2.15 63.87 300 

1.28 393 11.62 199.23 400 485 2.46 72.53 300 

1.29 397 12.78 230.59 400 488 2.81 83.17 400 

1.30 401 13.80 268.40 500 492 3.25 96.47 500 

1.31 406 15.37 318.59 500 497 3.79 114.07 500 
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1.32 411 16.94 385.16 600 502 4.46 137.40 700 

1.33 417 18.90 469.17 600 509 5.32 169.52 700 

1.34 423 20.89 591.54 800 516 6.45 215.33 900 

1.35 431 24.09 753.59 800 525 7.94 282.53 1000 

1.36 439 27.47 990.42 1000 535 9.96 388.85 1400 

1.37 449 32.35 1301.9 1200 549 12.94 564.88 1700 

1.38 461 39.00 1852.2 1400 566 17.39 876.62 2200 

1.39 475 48.18 2714.9 1700 588 24.56 1522.7 3200 

1.40 492 62.37 4706.4 2200 620 38.05 3166.9 4700 

1.41 514 94.03 6006.3 2900 667 70.61 6252.1 8000 

1.42 543 100.4 7545.2 4100 747 132 2078.8 20600 

1.43 584 103.8 8485.2 7200 953 60.63 62.37 23700 

1.44 656 103.9 327.26 31600 1190 29.20 12.69 46300 

1.45 972 10.43 --- --- 1653 70.51 --- --- 

  

 

Another approach to determining sensor resolution is to use a wavelength interrogation method 

that can be calculated using the equation given below where indicates the minimum wavelength 

resolution of 0.1 nm. The maximum wavelength resolution is 1.38 x 10-5 RIU and 2.16 x 10-6 RIU 

for x-pol and y-pol, respectively. As a result, the virtual sensor can accurately detect RI fluctuations 

on a 10-6 scale. 

 

8.4.8 Novel double peak shift sensitivity and RI detection 

It has been previously discussed that the proposed structure of this sensor produces two distinct 

loss peaks at two different resonant wavelengths for a given index of refraction. Here, Figures 8.8 

(a) and 8.8 (b) show the relationship between the 1 and 2 loss peaks and the corresponding Analyte 

RIs of both structures. From these figures, the resonant wavelength interval increases the index of 

refraction of the analyte from 1.32 to 1.45 for structure B and from 1.33 to 1.41 for structure A. 

This is due to a continuous double peak shift. An extension of this notion of the relationship 

between peak-to-peak distances and the RI of the object to be analyzed has introduced a new 

sensitivity parameter called double peak shift sensitivity. This sensor has achieved double peak 
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shift sensitivity of 4400 RIU/nm and 16500 RIU/nm for x-polarization mode and y-polarization 

mode respectively. 

Next, from Figures 8.9 (a) and 8.9 (b), we can see that the loss intensities of the primary and 

secondary peaks are not equal. This occurs because the index of refraction remains the same, but 

the maximum amount of energy transferred from core mode to spp mode at different resonance 

wavelengths varies as the light frequency changes due to light scattering. Furthermore, if the RI of 

the analysis object is different from 1.27 to 1.39 for structure A and 1.27 to 1.4 for structure B, the 

difference in loss intensity between the primary peak and the secondary peak will also be larger. 

This property can be used to separate one analyte from another based on index of refraction. The 

relationship between the difference in loss peak intensity and the index of refraction can also be 

expressed by the following fourth-order polynomial function. 

 

 

Figure 8.8: Separation of resonance wavelengths of two peaks Vs RI for (a) structure A (b) 

structure B 
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2 3

4 2

344206.164 1036629.4673 1169856.8143 586273.3377

110075.2671 0.99788,

yloss a a a

a

n n n

n R

        

 
         (8.2)          

 

Here 
xloss and 

yloss represent double peak loss intensity difference between first and secondary 

peaks respectively for x-polarization (structure A) and y-polarization (structure B) and an  is the 

refractive index of an unknown analyte. The result from double peak analysis are illustrated in the 

given table 8.3. 

 

 

Figure 8.9: Difference of two loss peak magnitudes vs RI for (a) structure A (b) structure B 

Table 8.3: Results from Double peak shift analysis 
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Analyte 

RI 
1 2p p 

,X-POL 

1 2p p 

,Y-POL 

Double peak shift 

sensitivity(nm/RIU) 

Analyte 

RI xloss  
yloss  

X-POL Y-POL 1.27 17.33561 8.8172 

1.32 - 0.091 - 100 1.28 18.35309 9.16547 

1.33 0.091 .092 100 100 1.29 19.89394 9.96379 

1.34 0.092 .093 100 100 1.30 21.23338 10.55541 

1.35 0.093 .094 200 200 1.31 22.90808 11.57384 

1.36 0.095 .096 300 400 1.32 25.06979 12.48796 

1.37 0.098 0.1 500 500 1.33 26.8195 13.58011 

1.38 0.103 .105 800 800 1.34 30.3854 14.44647 

1.39 0.111 .113 1800 1500 1.35 32.3779 16.14888 

1.40 0.123 .128 1500 2500 1.36 39.0334 17.50627 

1.41 0.144 .153 4400 5100 1.37 45.167 19.4078 

1.42 - .204 - 16500 1.38 52.40222 21.61073 

1.43 - .369 - 16500 1.39 62.76319 23.62331 

1.44 - .534 - 14700 1.40 - 24.326 

1.45 - .681 - - 1.41 - - 

 

8.5 Fabrication Possibilities 

One of the most important elements of LSPR-based plasmonic sensors is the manufacturing 

outlook. The proposed sensor uses circular air holes, which simplifies the practical implementation 

of the sensor. Figure 8.10 shows the estimated manufacturing process for the proposed sensor. 

Stack-and-pull manufacturing techniques can be used to assemble the core and clad parts of the 

sensors provided [48]. First, two different types of capillaries (thick-walled capillaries and thin-

walled capillaries) are created. The size of the capillaries will be 100 times the suggested size. 

These capillaries are placed with fixing rods according to the proposed sensor air hole 

configuration. Then an intermediate preform called a wand is drawn until the proposed dimensions 

are reached. A two-step photolithography process can be performed to achieve the AZO layer and 

the gold layer. First, one of the plasmonic layers is deposited around the fiber surface using CVD 

(Chemical Vapor Deposition) technology [49]. Then using mask over the targeted area plasmonic 

layer 1 will be done. The same  process will be adopted to carry out plasmonic layer 2. 
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Furthermore, a sensing layer will be built with two pumps, one of which will allow analytes to 

enter the layer and the other will be used to evacuate the sensing layer [50]. Following these 

procedures will allow the suggested sensor to be manufactured using conventional manufacturing 

methods. 

 

Fig. 8.10:  Fabrication of the proffered sensor 

8.6 Comparative study:  

The proffered structures are compared with previous works in the given table. 

Table 8. 4: The proffered sensor comparing with other previously recorded works 

Ref RI Range ASmax 

(RIU-1) 

WSmax 

(nm/RIU) 

FOM 

(RIU-1) 

Double peak 

sensitivity 

(RIU/nm) 

[32] 1.32-1.41 1170 34000 310 --- 

[46] 1.33-1.45 --- 7900 93.7 --- 

[20] 1.32-1.43 5060 41500 1053.7 --- 

[51] 1.32-1.34 --- 5000 167 --- 

[47] 1.33-1.40 --- 11600 --- --- 

[52] 1.35-1.38 --- 18900 --- --- 

[53] 1.33-1.45 5503 75000 904 --- 
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This 

work 

Structure A 1.27-1.42 4602.67 7200 1118 4400 

Structure B 1.27-1.45 8485.2 46300 2923 16500 

 

8.7 Conclusion: 

The proposed new structure of the sensor enables operation in the visible and NIR regions, opening 

the sensor to broadband applications and providing biomedical sensing for deep tissue penetration. 

This sensor shows a maximum amplitude sensitivity of 8485.2 RIU-1 and maximum wavelength 

sensitivity of 46300 RIU / nm for structure B y-polarization, and  maximum wavelength sensitivity 

of 7200 RIU / nm and an amplitude sensitivity of 4602.67 RIU-1 for x-polarization. Structure A. 

In addition, the maximum amplitude resolution is 1.18 × 10-6 RIU and the maximum wavelength 

resolution is 2.16 × 10-6 RIU, and the figure of merit of y-polarization is as high as 2923.2. Overall, 

using AZO as an intermediate plasmonic material could be a better option for high sensing 

properties. Numerical studies are performed separately for both loss peaks, then double peak shifts 

are considered as a whole. This contributes to the phrase "double peak shift sensitivity," which is 

a new sensitivity term. A maximum D.P. sensitivity of 16500 is also achieved with the sensor. To 

summarize, the proposed sensor has raised the likelihood of reliable detection of a wide range of 

analytes while also widening the scope of distinct sensing parameter techniques.. 
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Chapter 9 

Proposed Design 04: D-shaped PCF-based polarization filter 

for single tuning with gold coating for S+U band 

applications  

 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyzed a gold-coated photonic crystal fiber-based single polarizing filter with a D-

shape in the wavelength range of 1.408 μm to 1.652 μm for specific applications in the S + U band. 

An asymmetrical arrangement of air holes is adopted to allow for high birefringence and crosstalk. 

This filter exhibits strong filter characteristics with a large confinement  loss of 1682.5 dB / cm in 

the x-direction at a wavelength of 1.652 μm, while exhibiting very low intensity with y-

polarization of only 85.89 dB / cm. In addition, its crosstalk can reach up to 1387 dB, with a 160 

dB extinction ratio at a higher wavelength of 1.652 μm for a 1000 μm fiber length. Therefore, this 

filter can be used for both the optical S-band and U-band of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

9.2 Geometrical Structure: 

A cross-section of the X polarizing filter is shown in Figure 9.1 below. This two-dimensional 

structure was constructed using the perfect vector finite element method (FEM) using the Comsol 

Multiphysics 5.3a software. The exterior of the fiber is composed of a perfectly matched layer 

(PML), which is used to effectively reduce outward radiation, allowing for more detailed 

computational studies. Three different sizes, namely d1, d2, and d3 air holes, are located in several 

layers of the clad region of the hexagonal lattice and greatly affect the performance of the 

polarizing filter. The base material employed here is fused silica. An asymmetrical structure was 

adopted to help create a polarizing effect. Most of the ventilation holes distributed over the entire 

shell have a diameter of d1 = 0.45 with an even spacing between them of  = 1. Some layers are 

interrupted by inserting air holes twice their size in polarization mode. These stomata, with 

diameter d2 = 0.9, suppress the regularity of the structure to improve the birefringence of the fiber, 

thereby contributing to the polarizing effect. The innermost layer consists of a combination of 

these two types of stomata that affect the shape of the hollow core and fix the light inside the core. 

A large stoma of 1.05 in diameter with a gold film coating thickness, tg = 20 nm, amplifies the 

coupling between the core and SPP modes. Gold was chosen as a plasmonic material. 
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Fig 9.1: 2-dimensional view of the presented single-polarization filter  

9.3 Distribution of electric field: 

The distribution of electric fields for the core modes of the two polarizers, as shown in Figure 9.2. 

(a & b), represents the energy trapped in the fiber core. In Figure 9.2(c), the optical energy 

distributions of the related SPP modes can also be detected near the gold mantle. Under phase 

matching condition, complete coupling between these two modes occurs, leading to large loss of 

limit. The dispersion characteristics of the filter have been described in Fig. 9.3. The blue and red 

graphs demonstrate that at resonant wavelength 1.408 µm, a strong coupling occurs between the 

polarized x-mode and the SPP mode, where the effective indices of the two modes become the 

same.  

 

Fig. 9.2. Illustration of the electric field distribution of the (a) x-polarization mode, (b) y-

polarization mode, and the (c) SPP mode 
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Fig. 9.3. Loss spectra of the x and y-pol and the SPP mode with respect to wavelength 

 

9.4 Behavior of the proposed filter: 

9.4.1 Effect of structural parameters on confinement loss: 

 

Fig. 9.4 Loss spectra for variation of (a) thickness of gold layers (tg) (b) diameters of large air 

holes (d3) (c) diameters of holes (d1) for asymmetrical purposes 

From Figure 9.4. (a), it can be observed that the loss increases until the highest value at the resonant 

wavelength and then decreases as the wavelength increases. The maximum limit loss for 15 nm, 
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20 nm and 25 nm is 1720,915 dB/cm, 1682,499 dB/cm and 1333.437 dB/cm, respectively. For 25 

nm, 20 nm, and 15 nm at the respective resonant wavelengths, the loss for y-polarization is 

61.24806 dB/cm, 85.89413 dB/cm, and 128.6742 dB/cm. Therefore, the loss spectra of the x- and 

y-direction modes are orthogonal around the resonant wavelength region. Furthermore, if the 

thickness of the gold is reduced at both polarizations, the loss of the limit will increase with the 

extension of the resonance wavelength. The peak values of loss for different diameters of large air 

holes are1317.506 dB/cm, 1682.499 dB/cm, and 1658.973 dB/cm respectively for 1.05 µm, 1 µm, 

and 0.95 µm in case of x-polarization. From Fig. 9.4. (b), a conclusion can be drawn that 

confinement loss escalates with lowering the diameter of these air holes. There is no significant 

effect of changing the stomatal diameter on the confinement loss for y polarization compared with 

x polarization. From Fig. 9.4. (c), it can be noticed that the loss peak develops from 0.4 µm to 4.5 

µm and then decreases for 0.5 µm as diameter of the air holes purposed for asymmetry. The highest 

loss at 1.652 µm is calculated as 1682.499 dB/cm.  

9.4.2 Confinement loss ratio: 

From the figure 9.5, ,it can be seen that CLR increases first and then decreases with the increment 

of the wavelength for analyte RI 1.41. The confinement loss of x polarization was calculated to be 

19.58 times the confinement loss of y-pol at the peak of CLR. 

 

Fig 9.5 : CLR as a function of wavelength  

9.4.3 Effect of structural parameters on Crosstalk: 

From figure 9.6, it can be seen that fiber length along with the diameter of air holes significantly 

affects the values of crosstalk. The 20 nm gold as plasmonic layer with a length of 1000 µm has 

the highest crosstalk of 1387 dB, which is considered as the optimal value for further investigation. 

From the given graphs,it can be concluded that diameter of 1000 nm for large air holes and 450 

nm for air holes of symmetry purposes give the best possible result during cross talk analysis.  
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Fig 9.6: Cross-talk as a function of wavelength for (a)  thickness of gold layers (tg), (b) 

diameters of large air holes (d3) and  (c) diameters of asymmetrical holes (d1) 

 

9.4.4 Effect of structural parameters on output power: 

Figures 9.7 and 9.8 show the output power characteristic as a function of wavelength change. The 

output power of x-polarization drops as the wavelength value increases, while structural 

characteristics have no significant effect on the output power. As seen in Fig. 9.8, output power 

for y-polarization decreases more with each wavelength increment than for x-polarization. The 

output power of x-polarization is closer to 0. 
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Fig. 9.7. Output power for variation of (a) gold thickness, (b) diameter of large air hole and 

(c) diameter of (asymmetry) air hole for x-polarization as a function of wavelength 

9.4.5 Effect of structural parameters on extinction ratio: 

From figure 9.9, it can be seen that the extinction ratio at first rises and then falls for every 

structural parameter plasmonic material, with the rise of wavelength. After the crucial analysis, it 

was found that 20 nm layer of diameter of 1000nm large air holes, and 450 nm of other air holes 

for symmetry purposes give the best value of extinction ratio. 
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9.5 Comparison Analysis 

Table 9.1: Analogy between the suggested design and some prior works 

Reference Resonance 

wavelength(nm) 

Length 

(mm) 

Cross-talk (dB) Extinction Ratio 

(dB) 

[54] 1550 0.035 -22.2 - 

[55] 1520 0.023 -46.4 - 

[56] 1550 1 249.5 - 

[57] 1570 1 447.5 60 

[4] 1310 2 - -478 

[58] 1550 1 -30 - 

[24] 1540 1 -853 - 

[59] 1550 1 326.7 - 

This Work 1652 1 1387 160 

 

 

Fig: 9.8 Variation of output power for variation of  (a) gold thickness, (b) diameter of large 

air hole and, (c) diameter of other air holes as a function of wavelength 
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Fig. 9.9. Extinction ratio investigation for (a) different thickness of gold layers (tg), (b) 

different diameters of large air holes (d3) and (c) different diameters of asymmetrical holes 

(d1) 

 

9.6 Conclusion: 

The proffered filter operates within a wavelength span of 1408nm to 1652nm which is not similar 

to a typical communication window. This feature makes this single polarization filter different 

from others. The fiber length the diameter of large air holes, plasmonic layer thickness, and other 

air holes were investigated to get the best filtering performance. For a specific resonant wavelength 

of 1652 nm, a lower CL value of 85,8941 dB/cm can be obtained. for y polarization whereas the 

maximum value for CL in x-polarization mode obtained is 1682,499 dB/cm. Other filtering 

characteristics have also been analyzed. So, it can be understood that the proffered filter showcases 

great potential for S to U band applications. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion and Future Prospect 

10.1 Conclusion: 

We started our work with PCF based RI sensor which detected milk sensitivity, then moved our 

motivation towards SPR based RI sensors due to its advantages like label-free detection and 

flexible nature. During the second work of ours, we discovered the multi-purpose SPR sensors 

which contribute to the research of temperature and magnetic field strength sensors. Moreover, 

SPR technique proved to be a strong candidate for ultra-high sensitivity and fabrication 

friendliness. As we dived deep into the research of photonic crystal fibers, we got introduced to 

the concept of LSPR based refractive index sensors which contribute a lot to the study of nano 

biosensors. In all of these, we investigated almost similar parameters like amplitude sensitivity, 

wavelength sensitivity, figure of merit, confinement loss, etc. But as we moved forward towards 

another implementation of SPR technique as single polarization filter, new performance 

parameters like cross talk, extinction ratio, etc. Additionally, we utilized the finite element method 

in COMSOL Multiphysics to build our designs and investigate the performances of sensors and 

filters. In a nutshell, this whole work was based on different applications and implementations of 

photonic crystal fibers which contribute to the study of different analyte detection and broadband 

application. 

10.2 Future prospects: 

In our designs, we have mostly used circular air holes of different diameters along with different 

placements of air holes. Adding to that we also used fused silica as background material mostly in 

designing our fibers. We believe that there are many opportunities to make further advancements 

for different applications of photonic crystal fiber along with improvements in the performance of 

fibers such as- 

1. Air holes of different shapes like elliptical and rectangular can be used to further investigate the 

performance of any PCF based sensor or filter. 

2. The operating wavelength range of PCFs can be expanded and a certain focus can be given for 

dual-polarization filters. 

3. Different plasmonic materials such as graphene, TiN, etc separately or simultaneously with 

AZO or gold can be used to get better sensing performances. 

4. Multi-channel-based refractive index sensor for simultaneous detection of multiple analytes can 

be implemented. 

5. Work on metal grating-based sensors for specific applications can also be carried out. 
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